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1 Introduction 
Emerging trends and challenges. The advent of web-based applications, such as shopping, social networking, 
photos, videos, music, gaming, and chat, are increasing the popularity and accessibility of the Internet. There is 
also growing focus on application integration platforms, such as Sun’s Java Composite Application Platform 
Suite, Facebook’s Application Platform, and Oracle’s Application Development Framework, where a single 
portal can provide many services. These integrated web sites are referred in this paper as web application por-
tals, which are Internet sites that provide multiple services to users. For example, users of social networking 
sites, such as Facebook (www.facebook.com) and MySpace (www.myspace.com), upload recent photos and 
videos, exchange messages and chat with each other, and play online games with friends.  

 
Figure 1: A Travel Site That Provides Interface to Hotels, Flights, Rental Cars, and Cruises 

Figure 1 shows the architecture of a typical web application portal, such as www.priceline.com 
or www.hotwire.com, that help users build vacation packages with choices for flights, hotels, rental cars, and 
cruises. Users submit requests to the portal, which in turn contacts various service providers for each service 
and forwards responses to users. Web application portals should be scalable to support a variety of services and 
the large number of customers accessing the services simultaneously. The scalability requirements for these 
sites typically grow as the number of service providers increases.  

Competition between providers of web application portals is also growing. Providers have different marketing 
differentiators and focus on different features and services. For example, IMDb (www.imdb.com) focuses on 
detailed movie information, whereas yahoo-movies (www.movies.yahoo.com) focus on movie ratings and thea-
ter showings. Although both features are useful, they serve different sets of users with somewhat different inter-
ests. With multiple services, differentiated focus, and large customer bases, such web portals are a complex 
composition of different sources of non-determinism, which complicates the evaluation of web application por-
tal performance.  

Regardless of the features and services offered by web application portals, successful providers must ensure key 
quality of service (QoS) properties, such as end-to-end request response time, system availability, and scalabil-
ity. For example, online travel sites, such as Expedia(www.expedia.com) or Orbitz(www.orbitz.com), aim to 
provide the best travel deals to customers within a reasonable time frame, which may vary from person-to-
person and from application-to-application. In particular, user submitting travel queries may be willing to wait 
longer for the best deals than users searching for a phone number. Given the proliferation of web-based applica-
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tion portals in the Internet, users who are not satisfied with one provider can often switch to alternative provid-
ers, which incentivizes providers to enhance the QoS of their web application portals. 

To remain viable in today’s competitive environment, therefore, developers and administrators of web applica-
tion portals must address a number of issues, such as (1) what software/hardware architecture will provide the 
necessary performance at scale, (2) how should the software be modularized, (3) how can applications and sys-
tems be configured to ensure high performance, (4) how particular application design performs under certain 
usage patterns, and (5) how many (and what type) of machines are required to achieve the required performance. 
Addressing these issues can help developers of web application portals design systems that can provide the re-
quired QoS for current and planned usage models.  

In many cases, however, web portal application performance is evaluated late in the system lifecycle, i.e., after 
the software is developed and deployed on the target hardware. At this point, it is hard to correct mistakes in the 
system design that yield poor performance. What is needed, therefore, are techniques that analyze and predict 
the performance of web-based applications earlier in the lifecycle and can help guide developers choices of al-
ternative portal designs. These techniques need not provide exact predictions, but they do need to accurately 
capture general trends and provide quantifiable numbers that enable developers to select the most appropriate 
alternative designs.  

Developers and administrators must address various challenges to ensure that web portal applications meet their 
QoS requirements. For example, application performance depends on multiple factors, such as the underlying 
middleware, operating system, third party-tools, and hardware, each of which must be properly understood and 
quantified. Performance also depends on the hardware used to deploy applications.  Developers who deploy 
applications therefore need techniques and tools that can provide quantifiable numbers to help choose the right 
configurations.  Likewise, administrators need techniques and tools that can provide quantifiable numbers that 
help choose the right configuration and deployment options. 

A common technique for predicting the performance of applications in large-scale systems involves the creation 
and evaluation of analytical and/or simulation models [5]. Analytical modeling creates a mathematical represen-
tation of the system that can predict application performance under various conditions. Simulation modeling 
creates a representation of the actual system, implementing the model using a simulation package (such as 
C++Sim), executing the model, and analyzing execution output. Developers of web application portals face the 
following two challenges, however, when trying to create and evaluate analytical and/or simulation models in 
their domain: 

• The performance of large-scale, multi-tiered web application portals are not accurately predicted using 
conventional analytic and simulation modeling techniques, such as processor usage measurement, simple 
queuing modeling, or exponential arrival rates.  

• A large gap has historically existed between the performance problems of interest to domain experts and 
the expression of these problems in conventional performance modeling technologies.  For example, admis-
sion control policies in web servers and multi-threaded software contention are hard to analyze accurately 
using conventional queuing theory techniques, such as closed and open models[5].  

Solution approach → Model-driven techniques and tools that can predict web application portal perfor-
mance accurately and help close the gap between domain-oriented performance problems and conventional per-
formance modeling technologies. Model-driven tools based on the OMG’s Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) 
technologies [3] provide a structured process for software development and evaluation based on specifying and 
transforming platform-independent models (PIMs) into platform-specific models (PSMs) that capture key per-
formance attributes, such as execution time and processor utilization [1]. The use of model-driven tools enables 
the refinement of performance models throughout the software development lifecycle to predict performance 
with greater accuracy[4]. Simulation modeling based on several techniques such as queuing networks and co-
lored Petri nets, can also be used to estimate application performance. Emulation-based approaches, such as the 
CUTS [59] system execution modeling environment, are another way of estimating large-scale application per-
formance.  

This book chapter explores current research in the area of analytic and simulation modeling and describes how 
new techniques (such as regression based modeling and innovative workload prediction) can be used to accu-
rately evaluate and predict web application portal performance. It also discusses how these techniques can be 



combined with model-driven tools and applied to web application portals. These model-driven techniques and 
tools provide developers and administrators with the flexibility to tune key model parameters to enable detailed 
sensitivity analysis. For example, the scalability of an admission control policy in a web server can be evaluated 
by increasing the number of concurrent client requests until the response time reaches a certain upper bound, 
which accurately estimates application behavior as the number of clients increase.  

The chapter covers the general steps to follow when conducting a model-driven performance evaluation, which 
are shown in Figure 2 and summarized below. 

 
Figure 2: Model-driven Steps to Improve Web Application Portal Performance 

Step 1: Workload modeling, which models the incoming workload to the system. Workload is affected by vari-
ous factors, such as time of day, days of a month, and holiday season [6]. Web portal applications have a variety 
of workload patterns, such as holiday crowd, evening crowd, and lunch time requests, which are hard to charac-
terize. Modeling techniques, such as customer behavior modeling, fitting request data to distributions, correla-
tions, and auto-correlations, can be used to accurately model the modern day workload pattern of a web portal.  
The initial workload modeling parameters, such as customer behavior modeling can be input as a part of PIM of 
the MDA process.  These parameters can be subsequently transformed into actual values (such as the number of 
customers) in the PSM. 

Step 2: Profile application and analyze data, which profiles the individual application components during unit 
testing. In early stages of an application’s lifecycle (e.g., at the PIM level), usage data can be approximated us-
ing data for similar components from previous projects, operational experience, or representative workload 
models. The objective at this point is to build an approximate model of the application’s performance, not an 
exact one. Actual profiled values can later be inserted at the PSM level to provide more accurate model-driven 
performance evaluation.  

Step 3: Create a performance model, which can be a simulation model or an analytical model, each of which 
has their pros and cons. If a system can be modeled using analytic techniques, the result is accurate. In many 
web portals, however, exact analytic models cannot be built since they involve so many dimensions, such as 
workload variance, operating system and middleware complexities, database transactions, and network bottle-
neck. In these cases, approximate models must be built to estimate performance by simplifying many of the 
concepts outlined above [5]. Another approach is to create a simulation, which may give better results than ana-
lytical models, depending upon the number of iterations performed to generate a set of data that represents the 
distribution functions used to model various random variables. Both simulation and analytical models can be 
generated from PIM or the PSM level. The models at the PIM level will be approximate, whereas those at the 
PSM level will be more accurate. 

Step 4: Validate model, which evaluates both simulation and analytical models against actual application execu-
tion traces after the model is built. If there is a large discrepancy, the workload model must be revisited at both 



the PIM and the PSM level and the earlier steps repeated, as shown in Figure 2. This process is important since 
a performance model of a web portal must be accurate so that estimations made by it can be used with a high 
degree of confidence. In particular, system management decisions and planning done using such performance 
models may not work if the performance model is not accurate.  

Step 5: Apply model, which can use validated models to help guide application configuration decisions by de-
velopers and administrators. For example, various alternative configurations can be evaluated to determine 
which architectures to choose. This step can be automated as part of a model interpreter, which parses the mod-
el at the PIM and the PSM level and analyzes it. Administrators can use an interpreter to answer key provision-
ing and management questions, such as the number of machines to use, the proper way to distribute the compo-
nents over the machines, and the amount of replication required. System developers want to find out the system 
bottlenecks for a particular architecture used, as well as compare various architectures to determine which de-
sign alternatives best rectify the bottlenecks.  

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes prior work on applying MDA to 
evaluate system performance; Section 3 discusses workload modeling in web portals; Section 4 discusses appli-
cation profiling and data analysis; Section 5 discusses performance modeling techniques, such as queuing net-
work or Petri net models that estimate performance of web application portals; Section 6 demonstrates the ap-
plication of performance modeling to deploy and configure web application portals; and Section 7 presents con-
cluding remarks. 

2 Applying MDA to Performance Evaluation 

The OMG MDA (see Sidebar 1) has historically focused on enhancing the software development process and 
making it more structured and standard. As discussed in Section 1, however, the success of a web portal de-
pends heavily on its ability to meet user performance requirements. Web portal non-functional properties, such 
as response time, maximum capacity, and bottleneck analysis, must therefore be evaluated in early lifecycle 
phases (such as software architecture and design) so that major performance defects are not manifest in later 
phases (e.g., system integration and testing).  

 

Sidebar 1: Overview of the OMG Model Driven Architecture (MDA). The OMG has standardized the 
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) approach to include a three-phase process composed of Computation 
Independent Models (CIMs), Platform-Independent Models (PIMs), and Platform-Specific Models (PSMs). 
CIMs model the requirements and the overall functionalities of the application. PIMs model the behavior 
(e.g., via UML Activity diagrams and Sequence diagrams) and the structure (e.g., UML Component dia-
grams) of applications that satisfy the requirements modeled in CIM. PIMs can be converted automatically 
into PSMs that map the behavior and structure of the PIMs onto specific software platforms, such as J2EE 
or .NET. At the PSM level, the deployment mapping of the various components onto different hardware can 
also be modeled. If the PSM is modeled in great detail, significant amounts of code can be generated to help 
automate and simplify the development process.

Although performance analyses will necessarily be approximate during early phases, they can be refined as ap-
plications mature. These analyses can therefore be merged along with the stepwise MDA process with perfor-
mance models built at each level of CIM, PIM, and PSM. With progress in each step of MDA, new information 
about the software is added to the models. This iterative process also helps to refine the performance models 
and ensure their accuracy. 

Prior work has attempted to convert high-level software architecture models to a corresponding performance 
models, such as queuing networks or a petri-net models. These models can later be analyzed or simulated to 
extract performance characteristics. The resulting performance values can then be fed back to architecture mod-
els and presented to the users, who can use these values to deploy and configure the application in a better way. 
The next section discusses recent research in the area of extending MDA for analysis of non-functional aspects 
such as performance and reliability of a web application portal.  The discussion begins by presenting the overall 
architecture of Non-Functional MDA followed by details of Software Performance MDA. 

2.1 Non-Functional Model Driven Architecture 

Cortellessa et al. [12] propose a framework that extends the MDA by incorporating performance evaluation at 
each step of the development process of software applications, such as a web application portal. They intro-
duced Software Performance Model Driven Architecture (SPMDA) in [1] that embeds new models and trans-



formations to facilitate performance validations. SPMDA was later extended to Non-Functional Model Driven 
Architecture  [12] to include other non-functional application characteristics, such as reliability or security. This 
work shows that platform-independent/specific aspects also occur in non-functional dimensions. Using these 
models thus enables the analysis of performance or reliability aspects of web application portals within an MDA 
framework. 

Figure 3 shows the overall structure of the Non-Functional MDA framework, which extends MDA by adding a 
set of models and transformations that consider non-functional application characteristics. In MDA, a model 
transformation refines a model so it is more detailed. In contrast, Non-Functional MDA defines a horizontal 
transformation that can convert one model into another model at the same level of detail, but with a different 
aspect/perspective, such as the following: 

 
Figure 3: Non Functional MDA Framework (courtesy [12]) 

• A Computation-Independent Non-Functional Model, which represents the requirements and constraints 
related to non-functional aspects, such as performance, reliability, and availability. In MDA, UML Use 
Case diagrams are often used to present software functional requirements. These diagrams can be annotated 
with non-functional requirements, such as “response time of a user authentication should be less than 1 sec” 
or “The availability of the auction site should be 99%”.  

• A Platform-Independent Non-Functional Model, which represents the application logic of the system 
and includes an estimate of the amount of resources that a system requires. The PIM consists of the struc-
tural and behavioral aspects of the application. For example, it can contain a UML Component diagram that 
lists all the classes/components(structure) in the web application portal or the UML Sequence diagram con-
taining the sequence of operations (behavior) to satisfy each use case involving the classes/components.  

• A Platform-Specific Non-Functional Model, which merges the structural and behavioral aspects of the 
model with the actual platform used to deploy the application. In MDA, a platform is typically middleware, 
such as J2EE or .NET, used to deploy the application. In the non-functional context, however, the underly-
ing hardware characteristics may also be used to measure actual resource usage values, such as CPU usage 
for each transaction.  

The following are examples of transformations defined by the Non Functional MDA framework shown in Fig-
ure 3:  

• MDA Transformations are the default transformations prescribed by MDA consisting of transformations 
from CIM to PIM and then to PSM. 

• NF-MDA Transformations are horizontal transformations that transform the MDA models so the non-
functional performance aspects can be analyzed. This transformation occurs in a two-step process: (1) the 
model is annotated with additional data, such as workload details, and (2) the annotated model is then trans-
formed into a form suitable for analyzing non-functional characteristics, such as response times of each ser-
vice. In this transformation, input is also taken from the upper level model in the non-functional models. 
For example, the Platform Independent Non-Functional Model is generated largely from PIM, but also uses 
input from Computation-Independent  Non-Functional Model.  



• NF-Analysis Feedback is the result of non-functional analysis passed back to the original MDA models. 
These results depend upon the phase at which the analysis is conducted. Analysis at the PIM level can only 
provide upper or lower bounds of non-functional parameters or overloaded components, whereas analysis 
at the PSM level can provide more accurate analysis results. 

• Software Modeling Rework is the transformation that occurs as a result of the analysis. For example, the 
analysis could point out flaws in the original system design. To address these flaws, it may be necessary to 
change the application design, e.g., redesign component interaction to avoid bottlenecks. There may also be 
cases where the PIM and CIPM are affected due to some analysis results given by Platform Specific Non-
Functional Model. 

Figure 4 shows the instances of the Non Functional MDA framework in the various non-functional areas, such 
as performance, reliability, and safety. In Figure 4 the models on the left are the performance models generated 
out of the MDA models CIM, PIM and PSM. On the right are the models which estimate reliability of the sys-
tem.  

 
Figure 4: Different Instances of the Non Functional MDA Framework 

2.2 Performance Modeling in Model Driven Architecture 

As shown above, the Non Functional MDA framework can be used to model and evaluate non-functional para-
meters of software, including application performance. Below, we describe the performance aspects of Non 
Functional MDA that are composed of the Computation Independent Performance Modeling, Platform Inde-
pendent Performance Modeling and the Platform Specific Performance Modeling.  

2.2.1 Computation Independent Performance Modeling (CIPM) 
The CIPM expresses application performance requirements, which could be produced from a service level 
agreement (SLA) between clients and application developers. For example, an SLA of a web application portal, 
such as eBay, could state that the response time for creating an auction should not be more that 1 sec with a 
workload of a maximum of 1,000 users. These types of requirements should be annotated onto software applica-
tion models so the performance models can check to see if developed applications satisfy their requirements. 
Most research [1,12,9,10] proposes adding these requirements onto UML Use Case diagram. Workload details, 
such as incoming data rate, type of user behavior (e.g., streaming requests or interactive requests) can also be 
added at this stage. Some examples of workload characterization are shown in Figure 5.  



 
   (a) Performance Requirement of Different Services  (b) Characterizing Incoming Load 

Figure 5: Use Case Diagram Annotated with Workload and Performance Requirement  

Figure 5(a) shows an annotation on the Use Case diagram of a web portal that provides two services. Service 1 
has a response time upper bound of 1 sec with a customer population of 200, where Service 2 has a response 
time upper bound of 2 secs with a customer population of 100. Figure 5(b) presents additional details about the 
incoming workload data. The following types of workloads—open workload and closed workload—are 
represented by two users based on the UML profile for schedulability, performance, and time specification [45]: 

• The <<PAOpenLoad>> stereotype signifies an open workload that has a stream of requests arriving at a 
given rate in some predetermined pattern, such as Poisson arrivals.  In the open workload for the use case 
“Play Video,” the tag PAOccurence [11] expresses that the request rate is unbounded, i.e., there is a conti-
nuous stream of requests, the arrival pattern follows an exponential distribution and the mean inter-arrival 
time is 8 time units. 

• The <<PAClosedLoad>> stereotype describes a closed workload that has a fixed number of active users or 
jobs that cycle between submitting requests and spending an external delay period (also known as “think 
time”) outside the system between the end of one response and the next request. In the closed workload for 
the use case “Update Client,” a fixed number of users each send requests; when the response comes each 
client spends some time “thinking” before sending the next request. Here the tag PAPopulation gives the 
number of fixed users and PAextDelay gives the external delay, which is exponentially distributed with a 
mean of 10 time units. 

2.2.2 Platform Independent Performance Modeling (PIPM) 
The PIPM is derived from the PIM that consists of the application structural and behavioral models. The PIPM 
contains the classes and objects that are the building blocks of the application and the interaction between them 
to satisfy the use cases given in the CIM. At this point, an estimation of the service demand for each function of 
a component is made. For example, a search for a particular item in an auction site could involve N high-level 
statements, which in turn could involve K database calls and M remote calls.  

From previous historical data, average resource demands for database read and write calls and remote calls can 
be used to estimate the service demand for the function. The accuracy of this estimate depends upon the hard-
ware used in historical data. Since the current environment might use completely different hardware set, these 
performance measures cannot be used to compare against actual system performance, but they can (1) approx-
imate the upper and lower bounds of system performance, (2) identify likely system bottlenecks, and (3) com-
pare performance tradeoffs between different application design alternatives, such as using thread pools versus 
thread-per-client. 

The process of transforming a PIM to a PIPM consists of two steps.  First, the PIM models are annotated to in-
clude performance characteristics, such as service demands.  Second, the annotated models are converted into a 
form that can be analyzed to identify initial performance results.  Below we show how PIM models are anno-
tated with performance parameters. 

Annotation of the PIM with Performance Data. In [1,12] a PIM is represented by UML Component diagrams 
and Sequence diagrams. Both the diagrams are annotated with performance data as shown below: 

• Component diagrams 



Component diagrams are mainly annotated with two types of information, (i) functions provided by a compo-
nent are annotated with its estimated Service Demand and (ii) scheduling policy on pending service requests for 
each component. 

Comp1

Comp 2

Comp 3

<<PAStep>>
{PADemand = assm, mean, (3)}

<<PAStep>>
{PADemand = assm, mean, (4)}

<<PAStep>>
{PADemand = assm, mean, (10)}

*

*

*

*

*

*

<<PAHost>>
{PAschedPolicy = FIFO}

op1 op2

op 3  
Figure 6: Component diagram Annotated with Service Demands and Scheduling Policy 

Figure 6 shows how a component diagram is annotated with service demand and scheduling policy using the 
UML profile for Schedulability, Performance, and Time [11]. In the Component diagram each component is 
annotated by means of the <<PAhost>> stereotype, which indicates the scheduling policy of the software com-
ponents (note that in the figure all components have FIFO scheduling policy). Each provided service is anno-
tated with <<PAstep>> stereotype to indicate the service demand (i.e., PAdemand tag value) that the service 
requires. The service demand is expressed in number of high-level operations that represent a measure of the 
complexity of the steps the component must execute to provide the required service. For example, op1 service 
provided by Comp2 has an associated service demand equal to four high-level operations, which means that 
Comp2 executes four high-level operations to provide op1. 

• Sequence diagram  

The sequence diagrams are annotated with two types of information: (1) probabilities over the branching points, 
and (2) average number of loop iterations. 
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<<PAClosedLoad>>
{PAPopulation = $NUSER*P_s1,
PAextDelay = (assm, mean, 10)}

**

 
Figure 7: Sequence Diagram Annotated with Branching Probabilities and Loop Iterations 

The same <<PAstep>> stereotype is also used in the Sequence diagram to annotate branching probabilities to 
various paths in the system behaviors (i.e., PAprob tag value) under the constraint that the sum of the probabili-
ties of all alternatives must equal to 1. In the Sequence diagram of Figure 7 there are two alternatives annotated 
with parametric probabilities (i.e., $P1 and 1-$P1, respectively) whose sum is always 1. Finally, the Sequence 
diagram shown in Figure 7 is also annotated with the <<PAclosedLoad>> stereotype that describes the arrival 
process of the requests. 

Conversion of annotated PIM to Execution Graph. The PIPM is represented by an Execution Graph  [60,2], 
which is a flow graph that models the software dynamics. The building blocks in an Execution Graph are (1) 
basic nodes that model sequential operations, (2) fork and join nodes that model concurrency, (3) loop nodes 
that model iterative constructs, (4) branching nodes that model alternative paths, and (5) composite nodes that 
model separately specified macro-steps. In addition to the software dynamics, an Execution Graph attaches a 
demand vector to each basic node to model the resources needed to execute the corresponding operation.1 Each 
element of the demand vector represents a high-level metric, such as screen operation or message sending [60].  

An estimated amount of each metric can be attached to any basic block in the Execution Graph. An Execution 
Graph is therefore a platform-independent performance model which is not bound to any platform. The results 
of an Execution Graph provide an intuitive estimate of application performance. The annotated PIM (i.e., the 
Use Case and Sequence diagrams) is transformed into an Execution Graph via the following steps: 

                                                            
1 At this level in the hierarchy the amount of resources needed cannot be specified by classical measures (such as CPU time and disk ac-
cesses) since no real platform has been associated with the application at the PIM phase.  



1. Probabilities on a Use Case diagram are combined to compute the probability of each use case to occur. 
This also represents the probability that the corresponding Sequence diagram is executed. 

2. An Execution Graph is built for each Sequence diagram by visiting the diagram and piecewise translating 
each fragment encountered in an Execution Graph specific pattern.  

3. Execution Graph patterns are then combined following the structure of the Sequence diagram. During the 
visit, the performance annotations are used to build demand vectors attached to Execution Graph basic 
blocks.  

4. Finally, all Execution Graphs are combined into a single graph that starts with a branching node, where 
each Execution Graph represents an alternative path. The probabilities over the outgoing paths correspond 
to the ones present in the Use Case diagram.  

The tool supporting the modeling of Execution Graphs (i.e., SPEED [41]) allows standalone and worst-case 
analysis of an Execution Graph. SPEED is software performance engineering tool that automatically transforms 
high level architecture diagrams, such as UML activity diagrams, into detailed performance models based on 
queuing networks. These models can be solved and performance estimates can be produced. Typical perfor-
mance estimates include end-to-end response times and device utilization. Obviously, the validity of the analy-
sis depends on the estimates of model parameters. 

2.2.3 Platform Specific Performance Model (PSPM) 
As described above, in the PIM the structural and behavioral models are mapped onto a platform, such as J2EE 
or .NET. This PIM must be enriched with hardware-specific details, such as CPU speed and network latency, to 
enable the computation of performance characteristics, such as response time, throughput, and resource utiliza-
tions. UML Deployment diagrams can be used to include the hardware details for a particular installation, in-
cluding the computers and the network. These diagrams can be annotated with hardware details that can later be 
converted into performance models [11].  

 
Figure 8 : Deployment Diagram of an Online Video Server 

Figure 8 shows a deployment diagram with three resources (Client, Video Server, and the Network) and anno-
tated with hardware performance details. The nodes are annotated with the <<PAHost>> stereotype defined in 
the OMG’s Schedulability, Performance, and Time specification. The scheduling policy can be specified with 
the PAschedPolicy tag: we consider the tag values for “FIFO”, “LIFO” and “PS” (Processor Sharing) schedul-
ing policies. The PArate tag specifies the relative speed of the processor. The deployment diagram in Figure 8 
can be combined with the PSM and used to generate a performance model, such as a Queuing Network or a 
Petri Net shown in Figure 9. This figure shows a queuing network that models the client terminals, network, and 
the video server.  This performance model then can be used to evaluate the performance of the web portal appli-
cation using either an analytical or a simulation method.  



 
Figure 9: Queuing Network Model of a Video Server generated from Deployment Diagram and PSM 

In [11] a queuing network model is created with multiple service centers and different classes. Each service 
center represents the resources in the deployment diagram. If there are different workloads, each workload is 
represented by a job class. Performance measures, such as resource utilizations, response time and queue 
lengths on each service center can be computed using the queuing network model and be interpreted within the 
PSM. The utilization and queue length of a service center is actually the utilization and the mean number of 
waiting requests for a resource in the PSM. The response time of each job class in the queuing network is the 
response time of the corresponding workload in the PSM. 

At this point, a performance model based on simulation can also be built from the PSM, as described in [13, 14] 
where the tool UML-PSI is used to develop a discreet event simulation model from the annotated UML dia-
grams. UML-PSI uses the annotated UML models as described above to develop a C++ program that simulates 
the software system. The UML diagrams are converted into a XMI format that is then used to develop the simu-
lation model.  

The workload details in UML-PSI are extracted from Use Case diagrams. Activity or Sequence diagrams pro-
vide the actions performed by the software. The hardware details are extracted from Deployment diagrams. The 
program is run using user-supplied inputs, such as simulation time and confidence intervals. The results are then 
inserted into a XMI document that is used to populate the UML diagrams with tags, such as PArespTime. This 
annotated model can be used by software architects and developers to ensure performance goals are met. 

2.2.4 Model Transformations  

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2 the MDA models must be transformed into performance models that can be used 
to estimate application performance. We now describe various transformations that can be used. 

ATLAS Transformation Language-based Model Transformation. The ATLAS Transformation Language 
(ATL) is a model transformation language developed by University of Nantes and INRIA [15]. ATLAS defines 
both a metamodel and a textual concrete syntax. An ATL transformation program is composed of rules that 
define how the elements of a source model are matched and navigated to create and initialize the elements of 
the target model. ATL can be used to automate the model transformations required at each stage of the MDA 
process when an MDA model is transformed into the corresponding performance model. The source and the 
target models in such cases will be UML metamodels [40].  

At the stage where a PSM is converted to a PSPM, a Queuing Network or Petri Net metamodel (such as PMIF-
extended metamodel[15]) can be used. A method of using ATL is shown in [15] to perform the model transfor-
mations at each stage in the software lifecycle. The Sap-One tool [1] is used to showcase the ATL capabilities. 
First, the UML diagrams (e.g., annotated UML Use Case, Component and Sequence diagrams) are pruned of 
any elements not used for the transformation. The diagrams are then annotated with the MDA stereotypes and 
tags. These diagrams are then converted into the queuing network model that is composed of Nodes, Arcs, 
Workload, and ServiceRequest elements. A Node is a server and contains a queue that consists of the jobs wait-
ing to use the server. The Arcs connect the Nodes. A Workload represents a collection of jobs with similar cha-
racteristics, such as resource requirement and incoming rate.  



3 Workload Modeling (Step 1 from Figure 2) 

This section describes the various factors affecting the workload of a web application portal, including demand 
for various services, sequence of service invocations, and roles played by customers. It also describes the me-
thods and strategies that have been proposed in recent research to characterize those factors and produce work-
load models. These workload models can then be used the evaluate web application portal performance.  

The workload modeling process starts from live traces of the system that contains logs of incoming user re-
quests to the system. The traces represent actual workload and may potentially contain a substantial amount of 
data. Since processing such a large amount of data for performance evaluation is often unrealistic it may be ne-
cessary to find some inherent patterns in the data. This pattern can then be represented through the use of prob-
abilistic models and statistical distributions.  

The models should be generic enough so they can be used for a wide set of performance evaluations. For exam-
ple a web application portal, such as an auction site like ebay, can have a number of different types of users, 
such as casual browsers, sellers, buyers, bidders, and reviewers. Users will likely invoke different services on 
the portal in different sequences, depending upon their objectives. By studying the observed log of user beha-
viors, it is possible to characterize the sequence of activities of a particular type of user.  

home browse browse_cat browse_reg br_cat_reg Srch_it_cat Srch_it_reg view_items Probabilities

  home 0 0.01 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0025 0.0026
  browse 1 0 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.0075 0.01
  browse_cat 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.007
  browse_reg 0 0.29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0029
  br_cat_reg 0 0 0 0.99 0 0 0 0 0.0029
  Srch_it_cat 0 0 0.99 0 0 0.44 0 0.74 0.3343
  Srch_it_reg 0 0 0 0 0.99 0 0.44 0 0.1371
  view_items 0 0 0 0 0 0.55 0 0 0.2436
  vu_usr_info 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.15 0.0747
  vu_bid_hst 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.0386
  view_items_re 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.55 0 0.0999  

Table 1: Transition Probabilities Between Different Services 

Table 1 shows a possible set of transitions of a user doing simple browsing. It also contains the probability of a 
browsing user invoking a particular service after another. The row and the column headings consist of the vari-
ous available services. Element xi,j is the entry in the ith row and the jth column and represents the probability 
of invoking the ith row service after invoking the jth column service. For example, consider the entry X5,7 which 
is equal to 0.99, which conveys that a typical user invokes “Search_it_reg”, 99% of the times after invoking 
“”Browse_Cat_Reg”. Such a set of transition can be estimated from the observed logs. In this manner, the be-
havioral patterns of different categories of users can be understood.  

A technique called Customer Behavior Modeling Graph (CBMG) is presented in [6]. This technique represents 
user behavior patterns in the form of probabilistic models. Figure 10 shows such a diagram of a typical user 
moving from one web page to the other. The figure consists of a set of states and transitions. The states are con-
nected through transitions. Each state represents a web page or service provided by the application. The transi-
tion from each state to another has a probability associated with it.  

As shown in Figure 10, a user viewing the “Browse” web page can navigate to the “Browse Regions” page with 
a probability of 0.3 and to the “Browse Category” page with a probability of 0.7. Similarly a user in “Search 
Items” can “View Item” with 0.55 chance or go back to the “Browse Category” page. These probabilistic mod-
els can be solved using standard techniques [30]. Recent work [30, 58] on web application portal performance 
modeling and designing has applied these techniques to model the behavior of typical users. Moreover, the use 
of formal techniques to solving such models appears in [30]. After solving the models, the percentage of user 
calls for a particular service can be estimated and used with either simulation or analytical models to evaluate 
the performance of web portal applications.  



 

Figure 10: Customer Behavior Modeling Graph of a Typical User 

The user behavior patterns described above can be represented in a standard way by extending the MDA Use 
Case diagrams.  

 
Figure 11: A typical user with probabilities for accessing each service 

Figure 11 shows the annotation of the Use Case diagram with a typical user and probabilities for each use case. 
Here the user plays a typical role such as bidder or seller in an auction site. Each type of user will have a differ-
ent probability of accessing the web application portal. For example, a bidder could enter 35% of the time, a 
seller 20% of the time, and a casual browser entering 45% of the time. After users enter, they have different 
probabilities of accessing each service. For example, in Figure A, the user has a 75% probability of invoking 
Service 1 and 25% probability of invoking Service 2. This probability value can be used to assign the chance to 
invoke a particular use case and its corresponding Activity diagram or Sequence diagram. These steps are de-
fined formally in [16] with a system with m types of users and n use cases. Let pi (I = 1, …, m) be the probabil-
ity of the ith user accessing the system with ∑m

i=1 pi = 1. Pi,j is the probability that the ith user makes use of the jth 
use case with j = 1, …, n and ∑n

j=1Pij = 1. The probability of a sequence diagram x being invoked is thus P(x) = 
∑i=1

m pi * Pix. The probability values of P(x) are used to estimate the workload for each type of Sequence dia-
gram. 

4 Profile Application and Analyze Data (Step 2 from Figure 2) 

Application profiling is used to determine the resource requirements of each component in the web portal appli-
cation, including the CPU time required for each user bid on an item or disk time required for each user login 
authentication. This profiling can be done while unit testing the component. It is important that measurements 
are performed accurately and the data are interpreted properly to minimize errors. A key challenge in profiling 
is not introducing unnecessary/excessive overhead while measuring performance since this could skew the re-
sults. This section describes various methods of application profiling, along with statistical techniques to accu-
rately interpret the profiled data.  

4.1 Profile Application 



In previous work [18] we conducted an extensive survey of common profiling techniques to capture multith-
readed behavior in applications. Many of these techniques can also be used to extract more general information, 
such as resource usage like processor cycles and size of various queues, such as the tcp accept queue. The vari-
ous categories we used to classify profiling techniques include:   

• Compiler-based instrumentation. This type of instrumentation can be done at various places, such as: 

o Source code instrumentation, which could be done by manually inserting tracing code into the source 
code or using aspect-oriented techniques, such as AspectC++ [44]. The advantage with source code in-
strumentation is the ease of tracing application-specific events, such as start and end of a transaction. 

o Static binary Code instrumentation, which is done by many profiling tools, such as GNU gprof. Other 
tools, such as DynaInst [19,46], insert tracing code to binaries. The advantage of static binary code in-
strumentation is that the original source is not needed or affected. 

o Dynamic binary code instrumentation, which is done while the application is running [19, 47]. The ad-
vantage with dynamic binary code instrumentation is the ability to enable/disable tracing when re-
quired. Moreover, the source code is not affected and applications need not be stopped/restarted. 

• Operating system and middleware profiling. Applications rely on operating systems and middleware for 
various services, such as thread management, file system usage, and remote calls. Profiling probes can 
therefore be inserted in to the operating system to capture traces and distributed message passing can be 
traced using middleware, as follows: 

o Inserting probes into operating system services. Operating system and middleware libraries can be in-
strumented to intercept application calls to system services[48]. One problem with this approach is that 
it can be hard to relate the calls to application-specific events, such as the start/end of a session or 
transaction. 

o Operating system performance counters. Operating systems and middleware often store data related to 
running applications, including processor utilization, memory usage, cache misses, and network utili-
zation [49]. This data could be correlated with running applications. 

o Distributed system monitoring, which captures message traces between distributed components to help 
developers understand the behavior of the complete application [50]. These traces can be recorded by 
instrumenting stubs and skeletons generated for each component and used to generate distributed call 
graphs.  

• Virtual machine profiling. Applications are increasingly run in virtual machine environments, such as the 
Java Virtual Machine (JVM) or the Microsoft .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR). Having tracing 
enabled within a JVM or CLR instances help record application behavior, as follows: 

o Virtual machine sampling inspects the program counter and call stack of the VM at periodic intervals 
to detect which application methods are executing [51]. This sampling can also be performed after a 
certain number of bytecodes execute. 

o Profiling via VM hooks, where virtual machines like JVM and CLR provide hooks to insert application 
profiling [52]. These hooks can detect the entry/exit of methods and record trace information. 

o Bytecode instrumentation, which involves rewriting bytecode to insert profiling code within the appli-
cation logic [53]. This approach generally has less overhead than profiling via VM hooks or direct 
source code instrumentation and can be done at compile-time, load-time, or at run-time. 

o Aspect-oriented techniques, which can be used to instrument bytecode of applications [54]. Aspect-
oriented tools accept advice written in high-level languages and insert the corresponding bytecode at 
the desired point in an application. 

• Hardware-based profiling. Hardware profiling is often used in safety-critical systems since it is faster, 
and more accurate. It has minimum overhead and is thus useful for certain types of system behavior, such 
as recording memory cache hits/misses, though detecting events at the application level is often infeasible.  
Examples of hardware-based profilers include the following: 



o On-chip performance counters, which are specialized circuits added to most microprocessors to collect 
events and measure execution timing [55]. Higher-level APIs are used to access these performance 
counters. 

o On-chip debugging interfaces. Additional debugging information (such as the active process id, pro-
gram tracing, and breakpointing on specified instructions) at the hardware level is provided by In Cir-
cuit Emulators (ICE) [56]. Many modern microprocessors provide explicit support of ICE.  

4.2 Analyze Data 

Section 4.1 gave a range of methods that can be used to profile applications. The best method(s) to select often 
depend on application-specific details (such as sources of non-determinism and amount of variability and the 
profiling intent (such as for run-time control or static time benchmarks. Whatever the method of profiling, how-
ever, the data gathered from the profiling must be analyzed properly to accurately evaluate application perfor-
mance. 

4.2.1 Non-Determinism in application performance 

Two instances of the same operation may not produce similar timing characteristics due to sources of non-
determinism [17], such as  

• Memory allocation, which is due to the selection of the virtual addresses for the code and data of the 
process and the assignment of the physical pages to back the allocated virtual addresses. This assignment is 
often different for each instance of the process, which can cause different distributions of cache hits and 
misses. A different number of cache hits/miss will also result in changes in operation execution times [17]. 

• Code compilation, which is due to compilers using random name-mangling for symbols that can cause 
linkers to place the symbols in different orders and different memory addresses in object files. It also caus-
es the execution time of operations to change. 

• System events, which can cause changes in the performance of software programs. For example, hardware 
or software interrupts can occur randomly during the execution of software applications. 

• Thread scheduling, which applications can use to handle multiple workloads concurrently. Different sys-
tems may run different thread schedules, thereby causing their execution time to vary. 

Applications running in managed environments, such as JVMs or the CLR, also have sources of non-determin-
ism [20], including:  

• JIT compilation. Some virtual machines use timer-based compilation and optimizations that may cause 
different runs of the same program to have different execution times. 

• Garbage collection. Managed environments collect unused memory (garbage) periodically during applica-
tion run-time. The instant at which garbage collection runs can affect application determinism. 

4.2.2 Statistical Methods to Interpret Measured Data 

Due to the sources of non-determinism present in the experimental setup, the performance measurement of ap-
plications often has errors. To minimize/remedy the impact of these errors, rigorous statistical methods are 
needed  [20][21] to extract the correct data from the measured data. The general steps to follow are:  

1. Measure the variable multiple times. Prevalent methods [20][21] advise that variables of interest should 
be measured a number of times within a run and also across multiple runs of the process to prune away the 
effects of non-determinism within the application. Multiple measurements can be used in off-line bench-
marks, but is impractical for run-time monitoring since corrective decisions might be needed after observ-
ing a single sample and there might not be the time to wait for multiple measurements. During initial ben-
chmarking (e.g., during pre-deloyment), multiple measurements can be performed across multiple runs to 
identify the distribution of the variable. During on-line monitoring, however, there cannot be multiple runs 
since that would entail the stopping and restarting of the whole application.  

2. Use sample mean and variance to characterize the variable. According to the Central Limit Theory [39], 
the average and variance of the total sample population are often good estimates of the actual mean and va-
riance of the distribution. Central Limit Theory states that for large number of samples (typically > 30), the 



sample average is approximately normally distributed with mean equal to the population mean and standard 
deviation equal to σ/√n, where n is the number of samples and σ is the standard deviation of the population. 

3. Use confidence intervals with given confidence level. Since the sample mean just estimates the actual 
mean of the random variable, there should be an interval around the mean value that has a given probability 
of containing the actual mean. In general, the higher the probability, the shorter is the interval. A confi-
dence interval of 99% will thus be shorter than a confidence interval of 90%. The confidence interval is 
equally spread around the mean and has a value c=2z1-α/2 *s/√n, where s is the sample variance and z1-α/2 is 
typically located from a pre-computed table. 

4. Eliminate the influence of outliers by using median. A process for removing the influence of outliers on 
the final estimated mean is given by [17]. Here the data for each run is sampled to create n sub-selections. 
The average for each of these is calculated, Mj. The median of these n averages are then used to represent 
the entire run. This process is performed for each run and the result of the benchmark is M =1/m\∑j=1Mj. 
The variance for each run is also calculated similarly by generating subsets and calculating the median of 
the variances of all the subsets in the runs. 

5. Use of confidence intervals for comparison. While evaluating application performance, it is important to 
compare the estimated variables against each other. Due to the inherent non-determinism present in the cal-
culation of the variables, however, it is erroneous to simply compare the estimated values of the variables. 
It is therefore important to compare the confidence intervals of the two values. If the confidence intervals 
do not overlap then it can be concluded with a given probability (equal to the used confidence level) that 
the two values differ from each other. Otherwise, it cannot be concluded that there is a change in per-
formance. The ratio of the difference between the two estimations can be used to estimate the quantity of 
performance change [17]. 

Reconfiguring the system to adapt to changes must be careful to avoid thrashing, which can occur if the system 
adapts to a new configuration due to an erroneous reading while subsequent readings cause it to revert back to 
the previous configuration. One solution is to define a range of values and enable the system to adapt only if the 
measured value exceeds the range. This approach reduces thrashing but the breadth of the range must be defined 
properly, which depends upon the application. The range values can be identified using prior profiling and si-
mulation/analytic methods. 

4.3 Applying Profiled Data to MDA Models 

Section 2.2.2 discussed how the PIM must be annotated with performance data, such service demands of func-
tions of a component or loop iterations. These data can be gathered from historical data since the actual hard-
ware may not be determined at the PIM phase. After the hardware is selected for the web application portal and 
profiled data is available, the PIM/PSM can be annotated with the data that is extracted from the measurement 
and subsequent analysis. Parameters such as service demands can include the CPU or disk time taken by each 
component function. Similarly, probabilities over branching points or average loop iterations can also be moni-
tored by measurements and used to annotate the MDA models. These MDA models can be used to generate 
performance models that can be used for various analysis, such as capacity planning or application placement of 
web application portals. 

5 Create a Performance Model (Step 3 from Figure 2) 

This section describes common performance modeling techniques for web application portals, examines the 
pros and cons of each technique, and summarizes the research needed to make the techniques more feasible in 
practice. We include a discussion on both simulation models and analytical models in the context of modeling 
web application portal performance. 

5.1 Simulation Modeling 

Simulation modeling creates a representation/model of the system being studied. The model can be imple-
mented using a simulation package, such as C++Sim [43]. Although simulation models can be made as detailed 
as required, they take much longer to execute [14]. Using such simulation packages, it is possible to simulate 
web application portals. Once a simulation model is built, it can be run under a wide range of workload and 
hardware/software environment. From these runs, various performance estimates such as response time, 
throughput can be made.  Common methods of generating simulation models of web application portals are 
summarized below. 



5.1.1 Models Based on Queuing Network 

SMART2 [22] is a performance evaluation tool targeted to relational transactional applications, which can be 
used for web application portals. It is a Java application that interacts with the Oracle RDBMS and the Queuing 
Network Analysis Package (QNAP2) [23] (which is a software product including a queuing network description 
language and a discrete-event simulator). SMART2 simulations can compute common performance metrics of 
web application portals, such as response time and throughput. It also produces an event trace that can be used 
for debugging.  Users of SMART2 specify the hardware and software environment, the details of the web appli-
cation portal, and the workload that can be modeled as discussed in Section 3.  SMART2 uses this input to gen-
erate a model of the web application portal and then uses QNAP2 to simulate the model and present the results 
to users.  

SPEED [24] is a queuing network modeling tool that is similar to SMART2. Users input a software processing 
sequence and the environment details, which SPEED then uses to create a queuing network model of the speci-
fications. This model can then be used for either an analytic or simulation solution of the web application portal, 
according to user preferences. Other tools, such as SimML [42] build simulation models from UML diagrams 
that specify application activity.  

5.1.2 Models Based on Application Flow 

Fahringer et al. [25] suggest a method of simulating scientific applications that have little non-determinism and 
few alternate executions paths. They use a tool called MetaPL [26] to model the application.  Applications are 
described using MetaPL constructs, such as control-flow constructs (e.g., loops and switch statements), task 
management constructs (e.g.  spawn, exit, and wait), message passing constructs (e.g., send and receive), and 
blocks of code that can be annotated with timing information. A cost function can also be used to relate 
processing time with input size.  MetaPL generates a trace of the application that is then used by another tool 
called HeSSE [26] to simulate the application.  HeSSE is a simulation tool targeted towards distributed systems. 
These tools can also be used for modeling of web application portal since the basic constructs used by MetaPL 
are also applicable to web application portals. 

5.2 Analytical Modeling 

Analytical modeling creates a mathematical representation of the system being studied. This representation can 
then be used to estimate various performance estimates of the system. A web application portal can also be 
modeled using analytical methods by creating a math representation of the portal. Once built, the model can be 
used to predict performance of the web portal under various conditions. The complexity of developing analyti-
cal models is different from simulation models since they require fewer resources in terms of programming 
manpower, hardware and software but on the other hand require strong analytical skills. They can also be 
solved in lesser time [5], though certain behaviors (such as blocking resources or simultaneous resource posses-
sion) are hard to model using analytic techniques. Below we discuss the various analytical methods that can be 
used to model web application portals.  

5.2.1 Models Based on System Workload 

Caporuscio et al. [27] proposes an online framework for managing performance of the Siena publish/subscribe 
middleware. This performance management process uses monitored data to identify reconfiguration points. A 
reconfiguration point is reached when the processor utilization of a host increases beyond a designated thre-
shold. An analytical model of the application is created using monitored data, which conveys the arrival rates of 
requests and notifications to each server.  When there is the need for re-configuration, several alternative confi-
gurations are tested by creating different models for each. The models are solved and the results are compared. 
The configuration that produces the model with the best results is chosen to become the new configuration.  

The model used in [27] is based on monitored data that captures the number of arrival publisher/subscriber, 
forwarding, and notification requests to a server within a time period. The arrival rates, average service and 
throughout are calculated from this information. As before, this information is used to determine the utilization 
and waiting queue size of each server. All the inputs to the above model are very generic and are applicable to 
web application portals also. Thus such a model can easily be used to do performance evaluation of web appli-
cation portals. 



5.2.2 Models Based on Petri Nets 

Porcarelli et al. [28] use a stochastic dependability model of the system to reconfigure a system to recover from 
faults. This model is based on stochastic Petri nets [35], which add non-deterministic timing to the transitions in 
the Petri net.  A Petri net model is created for each system component, such as links, hosts, and application soft-
ware components. They use a dependability modeling and evaluation tool called DEpendability Evaluation of 
Multiple-phased systems (DEEM) for solving the model and providing performance estimates. 

Kounev[37] used Queuing Petri Nets[36] which combines queuing networks and Petri nets to model the perfor-
mance of distributed component-based systems. [37] conducts a case study of the performance evaluation of a 
J2EE application server and then presents a performance evaluating method for modeling thread contention in a 
load balancer used with the application server.  The focus in [37] is on modeling the number of threads in a 
thread pool for the load balancer.  

5.2.3 Models Based on Software Architecture 

Garlan et al.  [29] use an architectural model to represent a system in terms of its principal run-time parts (such 
as its runnable components) and the pathways of communication (such as connectors). Architectural models are 
useful for run-time monitoring and system adaptation since they provide a high level abstraction of low-level 
components (such as abstracting a network route using a connector).  For example, low-level network routes 
can be represented as a network connector with values such as throughput, congestion, and latency. Moreover 
architectural models are often close to implementation structures, thereby helping to map architectural reconfi-
guration decisions to the proper implementation component(s). 

5.3 Combining Simulation and Analytical Techniques 

Simulation techniques generally produce more accurate solutions compared to analytical solutions, whereas 
analytical solutions generally produce much faster results. Combining these two techniques can often be used to 
produce more accurate performance results. For example, simulations could be used before deployment to ob-
tain accurate application configurations, while analytical models could be used at run-time to reconfigure the 
application to address uncertain events.  

The following is a methodology for combining simulation and analytical techniques: 

1. Prepare a simulation model before deployment 

2. Validate and tune it to make it as accurate as possible  

3. Use model to configure application 

4. Derive an analytical model from it. 

5. Use the analytical model at run-time to reconfigure application 

This methodology leverages the strengths of each modeling technique and can thus be used to ensure applica-
tion QoS. 

6  Validate Model (Step 4 from Figure 2) 

This section discusses the step of validating a performance model with actual runtime results, which is impor-
tant since if a model is inaccurate management decisions based on it can have errors and expected benefits may 
not occur. Model validation consists of running the modeled system under certain conditions of workload and 
measuring the performance. The model is also run under similar environment and the estimated performance 
parameters are recorded. The two results are then compared to check how closely the model predicted the actual 
results.  

There is typically some imprecision in the model prediction, but as long as it is within permissible bounds the 
model may be accepted as being representative. If there is a large degree of imprecision the model creation 
stage should be revisited and changes to the model made until its estimates are close to the real measured result. 
In case of a web application portal this process is the same, i.e., the portal should be profiled and performance 
measures (such as response time, device utilizations, and throughput) recorded for a particular workload. After 
that, the model can be used to make predictions under similar workload and the estimated results can be com-
pared with the actual results.  



Urgaonkar et al. [7] present an extensive validation of an analytical model of a multi-tiered web application 
portal model. Their work builds two versions of the model and validates them against real data to determine 
which model provides more accurate results. They use two popular benchmarks Rubis and Rubbos [57] to vali-
date the models. Rubis implements the core functionality of an auction site application, whereas Rubbos is a 
bulletin board application modeled after an online news forum, such as Slashdot. Urgaonkar et al. modified the 
benchmark to adjust the workload so that their model could be verified. The authors then chose various archi-
tecture patterns, such as EJB-based implementation vs. servlet-based implementation, and measured key per-
formance metrics, such as response time, utilizations, and throughput, using different workload values. The 
models were then used to predict the performance under those workload. After comparing the actual results 
with the predictions made by both models they found that one model give more accurate results. This model 
was then used for system management decisions, such as capacity planning and resource provisioning.  

Stewart et al [8] present a model of a component-based web application portal. Their focus is on modeling net-
work usage overhead and its affect on performance. They also conduct extensive validation of the model against 
the RUBiS benchmark using three versions of the model: (1) not considering any network influence, (2) consi-
dering remote method invocation but no network delays, and (3) considering both. The models were then vali-
dated against various workloads and the results were validated. They found that the third model (which consid-
ers both network delay and remote method invocation) had the most accurate result. The models were then vali-
dated against various factors that could influence results, such as cluster size (models of larger systems should 
not introduce errors), request mixes (the model should work for all request mix), heterogeneous machines (mix 
of different kind machines should not the modeling accuracy), placement and replication strategy (performance 
with different placement and replication strategy should be accurately predicted by the model).  

7 Apply Model (Step 5 from Figure 2) 

This section describes techniques for applying analytical and simulation models to aid the management of web 
application portals by evaluating system performance. System performance evaluation can then be used to solve 
several configuration and deployment related problems. For example, an analytical model can help conduct 
capacity planning for a web application portal by estimating the amount of hardware resource required to serve 
a certain quantity of concurrent users with acceptable QoS. These techniques can be coded in the form of model 
interpreters that conduct analysis on the performance model generated from a corresponding MDA model based 
on user input. For example, users may want to perform capacity planning or application placement for a web 
portal application and automate this analysis by running the model interpreter on the performance model.  

The rest of this section discusses the various applications of performance modeling.    

7.1 Capacity Planning 

Capacity planning is a useful application of a performance model since it helps administrators and deployers 
estimate the hardware resources required to serve the incoming workload with the constraint of satisfying user 
QoS requirements and SLAs. Without accurate estimates, administrators may fail to adequately meet applica-
tion performance and resource requirements, e.g., leading to unacceptable workload surges due to special 
events, such as new product advertisement campaigns or breaking political/cultural news.   

The first step in capacity planning is to estimate the new workload levels, which can often be found by studying 
historical data from similar events in the past and from trends in the current data. After determining the antic-
ipated workload, the resource requirements of applications can be estimated using a performance model. The 
performance models will be computed against the new workload to extract the resource requirements.  

These additional resources can then be provisioned to ensure the designated QoS.  Stewart et. al. [31] performs 
capacity planning on heterogeneous machines and predicts future requirements as workload increases. They use 
a component placement algorithm based on simulated annealing [38], which is a random sampling based opti-
mization algorithm that gradually reduces the sampling space following an “annealing schedule”.  This ap-
proach uses a regression-based performance model to devise a component placement and a replication strategy 
for multi-component web applications.  

It is also important to accurately forecast future workload based upon past trends. Accurate forecasting enables 
administrators to provision resources properly so that QoS is maintained. Urgaonkar et al [33] present a work-
load predictor that uses trends in incoming workload to a web application portal to predict future workload. 
Such workload normally has long-term variations and is affected by time-of-day or seasonal effects. Their 



workload predictor estimates the peak arrival rate in the next interval by maintaining a record of the peak arrival 
rate for the similar interval (say between noon and 1pm) in the past several days. It creates a histogram of the 
peak rates and computes a probability distribution of the arrival rate for that interval. The peak workload is then 
estimated by choosing a high percentile of the arrival rate distribution for that interval, thereby predicting a peak 
workload that is close to the worst case loading of the application. 

These capacity planning methods can be included in a model interpreter and automatically applied on the per-
formance model that is generated from the corresponding MDA models. Users simply need to invoke the model 
with certain parameters, such as target workload, and the analysis can be conducted and presented to users by 
the interpreter. 

7.2 Application Placement 

Application placement addresses the problem of mapping various components of a web application portal onto 
available computing nodes. The challenge is to use the hardware resources in such a way that each component 
receives sufficient resources to provide acceptable QoS while minimizing resource waste. Various versions of 
this problem exist. For example, one problem involves placing the components of multiple applications onto the 
hardware resources in a shared hosting platform, such as a data center [33]. Here the challenge is supporting a 
maximum number of user requests while keeping the average response time within a certain threshold.  

In general, the application placement problem is NP-Hard, though there are various approximate algorithms that 
provide efficient solutions for many practical scenarios. For example, Stewart et. al.[31] searches through the 
space of all possible placement using the component placement algorithm based on simulated annealing method 
as discussed in Section 7.1. This algorithm checks the application performance for each placement using a per-
formance model, so an accurate model of the web application portal is needed. For such application placement 
algorithms, analytical models are required.  The models must be simple enough so that the run-time complexity 
of the algorithm is low enough to solve application placement for large systems within realistic times. The ana-
lytical model used in [31] is based on linear fitting, which records profiles of resource usage by each component 
for different levels of workload. These samples are then used to fit linear equations that model the resource re-
quirements of each component against workload.  

Urgaonkar et. al. [32] identify resource needs of application components by profiling them and uses the results 
to create a model of the application resource requirements. This model consists of the minimum CPU require-
ments over a time period, the usage distribution, and the overbooking tolerance (which specifies the probability 
with which a component’s requirements may be violated). They also define an algorithm for mapping the appli-
cation components onto the available computing nodes. The algorithm uses the resource requirements of each 
component given by the performance model while assigning the components onto the available hardware re-
sources. 

7.3 Admission Control 

Admission control is another area that can benefit from using system performance models. For example, large-
scale web application portals can experience “flash crowds”[34] that cause an unexpected surge in workload. In 
such situations, admission control helps to limit the total number of clients on a server so that the QoS of each 
admitted customer is maintained. The clients that cannot be admitted can be redirected to other replicated serv-
ers. A key challenge when conducting admission control is determining the capacity of each application, i.e., 
how many parallel users can a server support. This information can be determined using a detailed performance 
evaluation of the system which can be done using the capacity planning techniques discussed in Section 7.1. A 
performance model can be built by doing such an evaluation, which can also be used later online to determine 
which clients to admit.  

Session policing techniques are described in [7, 33] using an analytical model based on queuing theory. Such 
admission control mechanisms maximize some metric, such as revenue, of a web application portal. By ensur-
ing the admitted clients receive their allotted QoS, therefore, the revenue of the web application portal is en-
sured. Otherwise, if all clients are allowed admission, none would get their allotted QoS, thereby reducing the 
number of clients that can access the portal, which in turn reduces revenue.  

The work in [7, 33] use a multi-class queuing model to predict application performance. In this model, there are 
multiple classes of users, each generating different revenue. The objective is to allow more users with the higher 
revenue. A heuristic is used to iteratively assign the set of users to each class. At every step, the heuristic uses 



the queuing model to estimate the response time of each class and ensure that response time SLAs are not vi-
olated.  

7.4 Cost Analysis 

Cost analysis can also be done using performance models from the perspective of revenue generation and profit 
calculation. Capacity planning using performance modeling can help architects and administrators understand 
the hardware resource requirement for a particular installation supporting a certain set of clients. This planning 
helps calculate the cost of the installation. Total revenue generation can be computed from clients that can be 
supported and from workload forecasting. Using these two parameters, therefore, cost analysis of web applica-
tion portals can be computed. Performance models can also be used for system optimization, e.g., to minimize 
the cost of machines or maximizing user admission. Here the goal is to accommodate the maximum number of 
users who provide the most value.  

Stewart et al. [31] present a cost effective analysis. The problem they address is how to buy machines for future 
increase in workload. There are three types of machines, each with different costs. The power of the machines 
also varies, e.g., more powerful machines are costlier. Their model uses linear fitting to estimate performance 
parameters of the system. Their analysis determined that buying the least powerful machines gives the best ben-
efit in terms of cost. Although more powerful machines perform better, they cost more and raise the cost. In 
contrast, less powerful machines are sufficient to meet the required response time SLAs.  

8 Concluding Remarks 

This chapter surveys the broad area of model-driven performance evaluation and system management issues in 
the domain of web application portals. It also explained the general steps of performance evaluation in the web 
application portals domain and showed these steps fit into the overall MDA framework. Web application portals 
are typically used by large-scale, multi-tiered enterprises, such as eBay or Amazon, to provide many web ser-
vices. Clients using such applications perform various different roles with different sequence of invocations on 
the services. Ideally, applications should adhere to service level agreement (SLAs) that give an upper bound on 
the response times that users experience. Likewise, web application portal administrators want to serve as many 
concurrent clients to maximize revenue. It is therefore essential to conduct accurate performance analyses of 
web application portals so the proper SLAs and concurrent users can be set and the appropriate amount of hard-
ware can be provisioned.  

Traditional methods of performance evaluation techniques, such as queuing theory, are not directly applicable 
to web application portals. Specialists must therefore expend a significant amount of effort to analyze portal 
performance. Model Driven Architecture (MDA) provides a promising strategy for simplify the analysis of web 
application performance. Recent research has investigated the ways to use MDA-based methods analyze appli-
cation performance. Performance-related information can be added to the general MDA framework at each 
phase of the process. For example, response time bounds can be specified at the requirements phase (CIM), 
architecture/design performance in the second phase (PIM), and detailed platform-specific performance in the 
third phase (PSM). MDA models and the PSM phase then can be converted into performance models, such as 
queuing network models or Petri net models, which can then be analyzed mathematically and/or simulated and 
the results presented to system administrators or architects.  

Our survey of recent research on model-driven performance evaluation yields the following observations: 

1. The performance of a web application portal depends heavily upon the incoming workload. The workload 
must therefore be modeled properly. Workload modeling can benefit by combining it with the MDA CIM 
phase, which makes the requirements analysis more formal and allow integrating it into the software devel-
opment process.  

2. The performance bounds specified by SLAs are essential for providing clients with a satisfactory user expe-
rience to survive in the competitive market that web application portals typically face. The SLA bounds 
should therefore also be included as part of the CIM and checked after a performance model is available. 

3. The performance of a web application portal depends upon the core architecture or design, which can be 
selected during the PIM phase. Performance analysis at this stage can help system administrators or select 
the appropriate design strategies.  



4. At the PSM phase, a platform is selected for the web application portal. Code generated and developed for 
application may also be available. Profiling of the components done during unit testing will provide service 
demands that can give actual performance measures on a real platform and can be checked with initial SLA 
bounds that are present in the CIM model. 

5. Before deployment, different model interpreters that perform various system management decisions, such 
as capacity planning, application placement, cost analysis, can be run against the performance model. 
These model interpreters can help guide the deployment and configuration of web application portals and 
enable administrators to comply with the SLA bound and provide maximum QoS. 
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	This chapter surveys the broad area of model-driven performance evaluation and system management issues in the domain of web application portals. It also explained the general steps of performance evaluation in the web application portals domain and showed these steps fit into the overall MDA framework. Web application portals are typically used by large-scale, multi-tiered enterprises, such as eBay or Amazon, to provide many web services. Clients using such applications perform various different roles with different sequence of invocations on the services. Ideally, applications should adhere to service level agreement (SLAs) that give an upper bound on the response times that users experience. Likewise, web application portal administrators want to serve as many concurrent clients to maximize revenue. It is therefore essential to conduct accurate performance analyses of web application portals so the proper SLAs and concurrent users can be set and the appropriate amount of hardware can be provisioned. 
	Traditional methods of performance evaluation techniques, such as queuing theory, are not directly applicable to web application portals. Specialists must therefore expend a significant amount of effort to analyze portal performance. Model Driven Architecture (MDA) provides a promising strategy for simplify the analysis of web application performance. Recent research has investigated the ways to use MDA-based methods analyze application performance. Performance-related information can be added to the general MDA framework at each phase of the process. For example, response time bounds can be specified at the requirements phase (CIM), architecture/design performance in the second phase (PIM), and detailed platform-specific performance in the third phase (PSM). MDA models and the PSM phase then can be converted into performance models, such as queuing network models or Petri net models, which can then be analyzed mathematically and/or simulated and the results presented to system administrators or architects. 
	Our survey of recent research on model-driven performance evaluation yields the following observations:

